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We perform first-principles band structure calculations for the tetragonal and monoclinic structures of LaO0.5F0.5BiS2.
We find that the Bi 6px,y bands on two BiS2 layers exhibit a sizable splitting at the X = (pi, 0, 0) and several other
k-points for the monoclinic structure. We show that this feature originates from the inter-BiS2 layer coupling strongly
enhanced by the symmetry breaking of the crystal structure. The Fermi surface also shows a large splitting and becomes
anisotropic with respect to the kx and ky directions in the monoclinic structure, whereas it remains almost flat with respect
to the kz direction.
1. Introduction
Superconductivity has been a central subject in condensed
matter physics both from the theoretical viewpoint as a fer-
tile playground for various physics and from the applicational
viewpoint as a resource of innovative devices. One of the
most well-known and prominent classes of superconductors
is cuprates,1 where copper and oxygen atoms form supercon-
ducting square layers. The discovery of BiS2-based supercon-
ductors2–6 attracted much attention owing to their similarity
to layered superconductors such as cuprates and iron pnic-
tides:7, 8 BiS2-based superconductors have superconducting
square layers consisting of bismuth and sulfur atoms, the in-
plane px,y orbitals of which constitute the Fermi surface9 with
a strong two-dimensionality owing to the existence of block-
ing layers. Its pairing mechanism is still under debate,4–6 and
active investigation, e.g., on what determines the critical tem-
perature Tc, is in progress.
It has recently been reported that an abrupt increase (more
than double in many cases) in Tc of RO0.5F0.5BiS2 (R =
La, Ce, Pr, Nd) and several related compounds10–19 coincides
with the structural phase transition from a P4/nmm tetragonal
structure to a P21/m monoclinic structure upon pressure ap-
plication.12, 17 Because these studies suggest that a structural
change is a key factor for the increase in Tc, an investigation
of the monoclinic structure should give us an important clue
to understanding the pairing mechanism in BiS2-based super-
conductors. However, most theoretical studies have focused
on the tetragonal structure.20 It is also noteworthy that a re-
cent X-ray diffraction experiment reported that the structure
of LaOBiS2 single crystal belongs to a P21/m space group at
ambient pressure.22
In this study, we perform first-principles band structure
calculations for the tetragonal and monoclinic structures of
LaO0.5F0.5BiS2. The Bi 6px,y bands on two BiS2 layers, which
constitute the lowest conduction bands near the X point, are
found to exhibit a large splitting for the monoclinic structure.
Because the superconducting transition is induced by elec-
tron doping into these bands, their large splitting should con-
siderably affect the superconductivity. This motivates us to
scrutinize their band splitting under several conditions and re-
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veal its mechanism. For this purpose, we construct a tight-
binding model consisting of the Bi 6px,y and S 3px,y orbitals
for LaOBiS2. Looking into the obtained Bloch states, we find
that the high symmetry of the tetragonal structure guaran-
tees cancellation among some inter-BiS2 layer hopping paths,
which holds only partially in the monoclinic one. A strong
two-dimensionality of the Fermi surface is almost retained
while the anisotropy with respect to the x- and y-directions
emerges in the monoclinic structure. We also evaluate the ef-
fect of the substitution of oxygen atoms by fluorine atoms,
which is usually carried out for electron doping, and that of
the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) on the band splitting. Our find-
ings are robust against a change of atomic species and so serve
as important knowledge for understanding the pairing mech-
anism of the BiS2-based superconductors.
2. Computational Conditions
For first-principles band structure calculations, we used the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional23
and the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave
method as implemented in the wien2k code.24 Crystal struc-
tures of LaO0.5F0.5BiS2 were taken from Refs. 25 (a =
4.07063 Å, c = 13.4848 Å) and 12 (a = 4.042 Å, b = 4.059
Å, c = 12.809 Å, β=97.31◦), and are shown in Fig. 1(a)-
(b) for the tetragonal and monoclinic structures, respectively.
Here, we replaced one oxygen atom with one fluorine atom
in the unit cell to represent electron doping, as shown in the
figures. Without such replacement, the tetragonal and mon-
oclinic structures belong to the space groups P4/nmm and
P21/m, respectively. The muffin-tin radii for La, O, F, Bi, and
S atoms, rLa, rO, rF, rBi, and rS, were set to 2.35, 2.07, 2.12,
2.50, and 2.01 Bohr, respectively. The maximum modulus for
the reciprocal lattice vectors Kmax was chosen so that rSKmax
=7.00.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Band structures and Fermi surfaces
Figure 2(a)-(j) presents the calculated band structures and
(partial) density of states for the tetragonal and monoclinic
structures with/without an inclusion of the SOC, where the
definition of the k-points used in this paper is shown in
Fig. 1(c). In the tetragonal structure, the X and X′ points
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Tetragonal and (b) monoclinic crystal structures
of LaO0.5F0.5BiS2 drawn using VESTA software.26 (c) Definition of k-
points.
as well as the R and R′ points are equivalent. The overall
band structures are similar between the two crystal structures,
but we find a large splitting for the conduction band bottom
at the X=(pi, 0, 0) point in the monoclinic structure regard-
less of the inclusion of SOC. As analyzed in the previous
study9 and also shown here [as indicated by black arrows in
Fig. 2(c)(d)(h)(i)], the conduction band bottoms at the X point
correspond to the Bloch states on two BiS2 layers, and hence
the feature observed here should be related to the bilayer cou-
pling between them. Note that the complete degeneracy of
the conduction band bottom at the X point for the tetragonal
LaOBiS2 is slightly lifted by the substitution of O atoms with
F atoms here, which shall be analyzed later in this paper. It is
also worth noting that the large band splitting is not observed
at the X′=(0, pi, 0) point in the monoclinic structure.
We find that the band splitting induces a noticeable change
in the Fermi surface topology, as shown in Fig. 3, which was
calculated with an inclusion of SOC. The rigid band approx-
imation was employed for electron doping in LaO1−xFxBiS2,
namely, the band structure was fixed to that of LaO0.5F0.5BiS2.
Here, the band splitting seen above makes the nearly degen-
erate Fermi surfaces in the tetragonal structure much sepa-
rated in the monoclinic one. For example, for x = 0.25 dop-
ing in the monoclinic structure, the small Fermi pockets near
the X point almost disappear. The inequivalency between the
X and X′ points in the monoclinic structure yields a strong
anisotropy of the Fermi surface for a small amount of electron
doping, whereas it is accidentally inconspicuous for x = 0.5
doping. The strong two-dimensionality of the Fermi surface is
retained even in the symmetry-broken monoclinic structure,
which means that the electronic states on the BiS2 planes in
the respective unit cells are well decoupled by the existence
of the blocking layer consisting of La, O, and F atoms.
3.2 Analysis using a tight-binding model
3.2.1 Setup
We have seen that the splitting of the conduction band bot-
tom at the X=(pi, 0, 0) point is a key difference between the
two crystal structures. To analyze the origin of this feature, we
constructed a tight-binding model consisting of Bi 6px,y and S
3px,y orbitals for the tetragonal and monoclinic structures of
the parent compound LaOBiS2. For the tetragonal structure,
we used an experimental crystal structure taken from Ref. 28
(a = 4.05 Å, c = 13.74 Å). For the monoclinic structure, we
(x=0.5) (x=0.25)
kz kx
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Fermi surfaces of the tetragonal and monoclinic
LaO1−xFxBiS2 with an inclusion of SOC drawn using XCrySDen software.27
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Band structures of the tight-binding model (red solid
lines) together with those obtained in first-principles calculations (black bro-
ken lines) for the (a) tetragonal and (b) monoclinic structures of LaOBiS2
without an inclusion of SOC. The valence band top is set to 0 eV. (c) Nota-
tion of atomic sites and mirror planes in our bilayer tight-binding model for
the tetragonal structure.
used the same crystal structure as LaO0.5F0.5BiS2, where the
F atom is virtually replaced with the O atom. We employed
the maximally localized Wannier functions29–32 constructed
from the first-principles band structures. We neglected SOC
and omitted the spin index here for simplicity. The effect of
SOC on the band structure shall be analyzed later in this pa-
per. Band structures of our tight-binding models together with
the ab initio ones are presented in Fig. 4(a)-(b). Our main pur-
pose is to investigate the electronic structures near the con-
duction band bottoms at the X and X′ points, which domi-
nate the electron-doped superconductivity. Hence, we adopt
the present model that accurately reproduces the band struc-
ture in those regions. To investigate the change of the Bloch
states near the X(X′) point, we shall examine the Bloch states
not only at the X and X′ points but also along the Γ-X(X′)
2
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Calculated band structures for LaO0.5F0.5BiS2 of the tetragonal structure (a) with and (b) without SOC, and (f)-(g) those for the
monoclinic one. The enlarged figures near the Fermi level along the Γ-X-M-X′-Γ line for (a), (b), (f), and (g) are shown in (c), (d), (h), and (i), respectively.
Black arrows in panels (c), (d), (h), and (i) show the Bi px states on two BiS2 layers at the X point. Dashed lines in panels (c) and (h) indicate the Fermi levels
corresponding to several amounts of electron doping as represented by LaO1−xFxBiS2. For example, 0 eV trivially corresponds to x = 0.5. The calculated
(partial) density of states for the tetragonal and monoclinic structures with SOC are shown in (e) and (j), respectively. In panels (e) and (j), S (in-plane) denotes
the S atoms located in the square lattice consisting of Bi and S atoms, while S (apical) denotes S atoms outside the square lattice. The Fermi level is set to 0
eV for each panel.
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(a) Bi1 px with the X = (pi, 0, 0) phase (b) Bloch state at X = (pi, 0, 0)
Bi
S
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(c) Bloch state at Γ = (0, 0, 0) (d) Bloch state at M= (pi, pi, 0)
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Schematic pictures of (a) Bi1 px orbital with the X
phase, and of the Bloch states in the lowest conduction bands at the (b) X, (c)
Γ, and (d) M points for the tetragonal structure.
and X(X′)-M lines. As noted in the previous section, a mi-
nor effect of the replacement of F atoms with O atoms will be
addressed later in this paper.
We mainly focus on the tight-binding model for the tetrag-
onal structure. Its site indices and mirror planes used in later
discussion are shown in Fig. 4(c). With this setting, the reflec-
tion symmetry with respect to the Mα plane is broken by the
structural transition to the monoclinic structure. The present
model consists of eight atomic orbitals in each unit cell: Bi1,2
px,y and S1,2 px,y, where 1 and 2 are the layer indices.33 We
define an ‘atomic orbital with the Bloch phase k = (kx, ky,
kz)’ as the linear combination of atomic orbitals on each site:
φi,k =
∑
R exp[ik · R]φi,ri+R, where ri and R are the site co-
ordinate and lattice vector, respectively, with φi,ri+R being an
atomic orbital i on the site ri + R. Such a linear combina-
tion forms a basis set to represent Bloch states at a specific
k-point. Figure 5(a) shows an example: a Bi1 px orbital with
the X=(pi, 0, 0) phase. Table I shows the parities of the atomic
orbitals with some Bloch phases for the tetragonal structure,
which are used for the following discussion.
Our tight-binding Hamiltonian is invariant under an ex-
change of the layer index (e.g., Bi1 and Bi2) for both tetrago-
nal and monoclinic structures. Such equivalency between two
BiS2 layers is guaranteed by the inversion and time-reversal
symmetries in the crystal structure of LaOBiS2 as follows: the
former operation exchanges the two layers and transforms the
crystal momentum k into −k, and then the latter one restores
the sign of k. From the next section, we shall examine how
the atomic orbitals on the two equivalent layers are coupled
at each k-point. For the tetragonal structure, the following ar-
gument is valid even if the time-reversal symmetry is broken,
such as in the ferromagnetic CeOBiS2.34 This is because the
glide reflection (a1, a2, a3) → (a1 + 0.5, a2 + 0.5, −a3) in-
stead ensures the layer equivalency for the Bloch states on the
kz = 0 plane.
3.2.2 X and X′ points
First, we consider Bloch states at the X=(pi, 0, 0) point
in the tetragonal structure. Because of the mirror symme-
tries, Hamiltonian at the X point consists of four indepen-
dent blocks with different parities, as shown in Table I. This
block structure of Hamiltonian forbids the hybridization be-
tween two equivalent states that can be transformed into each
other by the layer exchange, which allows a two-fold degen-
eracy. For example, the band energy for the (Mα, Mβ) = (+1,
+1) block where the Bloch states consist of Bi1 px and S2 px,
should be the same as that for the (Mα, Mβ) = (−1, +1) block
where the Bloch states consist of Bi2 px and S1 px. One of
the Bloch states at the conduction band bottom is shown in
Fig. 5(b). Because the difference between the onsite energies
of Bi and S px,y (about 2.0 eV) is much larger than the cou-
pling between Bi px and S px on the neighboring layers (0.18
eV), the Bloch state shown in this figure is the Bi px orbitals
on one layer slightly hybridized with the S px orbitals on the
neighboring layer. Here, we have seen that the four Bi orbitals
on the two planes, namely, Bi1,2 px,y, are completely decou-
pled at the X point in the tetragonal structure. Note that the X
and X′ points are equivalent in the tetragonal structure.
However, in the monoclinic structure, the symmetries used
in the above discussion are partially broken. As mentioned
earlier, the symmetry for the layer exchange and the mirror
symmetry with respect to the Mβ plane remain, but that for the
Mα plane is lost. Therefore, at the X point, Hamiltonian con-
sists of two blocks: four px orbitals constitute one block, and
four py orbitals constitute the other one (see Table I and only
consider the Mβ parity). Here, the equivalent states with re-
spect to the layer exchange always belong to the same block,
which allows the hybridization between them and therefore
lifts the degeneracy. On the other hand, the two-fold degen-
eracy at the X′ point is retained. This is because, at the X′
point, Hamiltonian consists of two blocks: {Bi1 py, Bi2 px, S1
px, S2 py} and {Bi1 px, Bi2 py, S1 py, S2 px}, where a Bloch
state in one block can be transformed to another Bloch state
in the other block by layer exchange, which means that our
discussion presented in the previous paragraph can be applied
to this case. Such inequivalency between the X and X′ points
is the origin of the large anisotropy of the Fermi surface that
we have seen before in this paper.
3.2.3 Γ-X(X′) line
Next, we shall look at the Γ point. As seen in Table I, the
Bloch state at the Γ point is a mixture of many orbitals on both
planes even in the tetragonal structure. One of the Bloch states
in the lowest conduction bands at the Γ point in the tetragonal
structure is shown in Fig. 5(c). However, owing to the equiv-
alency between the x- and y-directions, a two-fold degener-
acy is present for the tetragonal structure. In other words, one
Bloch state in the (Mα, Mβ) = (+1, −1) block consisting of
py orbitals should have an equivalent counterpart in the (Mα,
Mβ) = (−1, +1) block consisting of px orbitals. This degener-
acy is obviously lifted for the monoclinic structure, and also
on the Γ-X(X′) line except at the endpoints for both crystal
structures since kx , ky.
3.2.4 X(X′)-M line
Here, we consider the X(X′)-M line for the tetragonal struc-
ture. Along this line, only the Mα(Mβ) parity can be defined
for atomic orbitals, and then the Hamiltonian consists of two
blocks (see the M point in Table I). Similarly to the X(X′)
point, the symmetry for layer exchange guarantees a two-fold
4
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Mα +1 -1
Mβ +1 -1 +1 -1
Γ - (Bi1 py, S2 py), (Bi2 py, S1 py) (Bi1 px, S2 px), (Bi2 px, S1 px) -
X (Bi1 px, S2 px) (Bi2 py, S1 py) (Bi2 px, S1 px) (Bi1 py, S2 py)
X′ (Bi1 py, S2 py) (Bi2 py, S1 py) (Bi2 px, S1 px) (Bi1 px, S2 px)
M - (Bi1 px, S2 px), (Bi2 py, S1 py) (Bi1 py, S2 py), (Bi2 px, S1 px) -
Table I. Parities of the atomic orbitals with four Bloch phases for the reflection operator with respect to the two mirror planes Mα and Mβ defined in
Fig. 4(c), for the tetragonal structure. Some pairs of orbitals, which are located at the same x-, y- but different z-coordinates (e.g., Bi1 py and S2 py), always
have the same parity and are denoted by parentheses for visibility.
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degeneracy along this line. In the monoclinic structure, where
the Mα symmetry is broken, such degeneracy remains only on
the X′-M line. One of the Bloch states in the lowest conduc-
tion bands at the M point in the tetragonal structure is shown
in Fig. 5(d).
3.2.5 Degeneracy for non-symmorphic space groups
In this section, we shall return to the first-principles band
structure and the whole crystal structure including the block-
ing layers. Non-symmorphic space groups of the crystal
structure always exhibit the band degeneracy at some k-
points,35–38 which is utilized, for example, to unfold the Bril-
louin zone using the glide reflection symmetry in iron-based
superconductors (see, e.g., Ref. 39). As a matter of fact, the
above-mentioned degeneracy can also be explained by an ar-
gument based on the non-symmorphic space group. In our
case, a key symmetry operation is a two-fold screw rotation
S : (a1, a2, a3) → (−a1, a2 + 0.5, −a3) for both monoclinic
and tetragonal structures of LaOBiS2 [see Fig. 1(b), but note
that the substitution of O with F atom breaks this symmetry].
Using this symmetry and the time-reversal symmetry, the de-
generacy on the X′-M line for both structures can be proven as
follows: first, we consider the symmetry operation ST , where
T is the time-reversal operator. Here, ST does not change the
crystal momentum k on the X′-M line where ky = pi. Next,
we assume that the Bloch state φk on the X′-M line is not
degenerate, which requires this state to be an eigenstate of
ST : STφk = αφk with a complex eigenvalue α. By operat-
ing ST again on this state, we get STSTφk = αα∗φk. On the
other hand, because STST transforms a function f (r) into
f (r+(0, 1, 0)) by definition, STSTφk = −φk owing to the
Bloch phase. However, |α|2 = −1 cannot be satisfied, which
denies the assumption of non-degeneracy.
The above proof is valid regardless of the orbital character
as seen in Fig. 4(a)-(b) where all the bands along the X′-M
line exhibit the degeneracy. Hence, the degeneracy itself does
not give us a physical insight that, for example, such degen-
eracy on the X(X′) point is related to the bilayer coupling in
our system. This is why we have analyzed the tight-binding
model and investigated which orbitals are coupled or decou-
pled at each k-point.
3.2.6 Origin of the large bilayer splitting
We have mainly focused on the presence or absence of
the band degeneracy, but here we briefly discuss the size of
the band splitting. A bismuth atom on one BiS2 plane is just
above a sulfur atom on the other plane (i.e., their x- and y-
coordinates are common) in the tetragonal structure, which is
not the case with respect to the x-coordinate for the mono-
clinic one [see Fig. 1(a)-(b)]. This might be one reason why
the c-axis length of the monoclinic cell is much smaller than
that for the tetragonal one, which induces a large enhance-
ment of the interlayer coupling and the resulting sizable band
splitting. In fact, the differences in the z-coordinates of two
Bi atoms on the neighboring planes are 3.3 and 2.9 Å for
the tetragonal and monoclinic structures of LaO0.5F0.5BiS2,
respectively. The importance of the shortening of the Bi-Bi
distance (4.4 to 3.6 Å in our setup) has been pointed out in
the previous study.12 Actually, we find that direct interlayer
hopping paths between Bi atoms have sizable amplitudes in
monoclinic LaOBiS2: 0.14 eV for Bi px-Bi px and 0.27 eV
for Bi py-Bi py, whereas those in the tetragonal structure are
smaller: 0.09 eV for both hopping processes. Other sizable in-
terlayer hopping amplitudes are 0.11 eV for Bi px-S px and
0.09 eV for Bi py-S py in the monoclinic structure, whereas
those in the tetragonal structure are 0.18 eV for both hopping
processes.
3.2.7 Effect of F substitution and SOC on the band struc-
tures
Here, we comment on two issues neglected in our model
analysis: substitution of O atoms with F atoms and SOC. First,
we focus on the effect of F substitution without SOC. In our
first-principles band structures of LaO0.5F0.5BiS2, there is a
small splitting less than 0.1 eV at the conduction band bottom
on the X′ point for both two structures, which is not seen in
LaOBiS2 [see Fig. 6(a)(b)(d)(e)]. This is because the F sub-
stitution breaks the symmetry with respect to the layer ex-
change, which makes the electrostatic potentials on the two
layers slightly different. This issue, however, does not change
which atomic orbitals are coupled or decoupled since it is de-
termined by the mirror symmetries as shown in Table I. For
example, at the X point for the tetragonal structure, all the
Bi orbitals are still decoupled despite the small band splitting
mentioned above.
Next, we shall analyze the effect of SOC on the band struc-
ture of LaOBiS2. The main role of SOC is to introduce the in-
trasite coupling between Bi px and py orbitals. For the tetrag-
onal structure, Hamiltonian at the X point where all the Bi
orbitals are decoupled without SOC becomes two blocks by
the intrasite SOC coupling: {Bi1 px, Bi1 py, S2 px, S2 py} and
{Bi2 px, Bi2 py, S1 px, S1 py}. The Bloch states now become
a mixture of px and py orbitals, nevertheless, the degeneracy
with respect to layer exchange still remains here. These situ-
ations are verified by our first-principles calculation as shown
in Fig. 6(b)-(c). The change in the energy level of the con-
duction bands at the X point can be understood as a result of
the orbital mixture. Here, we find the strength of the intrasite
SOC coupling on the Bi atom to be about 0.6 eV by construct-
ing a tight-binding model of Bi px,y and S px,y with an inclu-
sion of SOC in the same way presented before in this paper.
Therefore, the strength of SOC is comparable to the energy
difference between the Bi px and py bands at the X point for
the tetragonal LaOBiS2 without SOC, as shown in Fig. 6(b).
The situation regarding SOC is a bit complicated in the
monoclinic structure. As shown in Fig. 6(e), when SOC is not
included, the first and third conduction bands from the bottom
at the X point have a large weight of Bi px orbitals, whereas
the second and fourth bands have a large Bi py weight. On the
other hand, the first and second conduction bands from the
bottom at the X point have a large Bi px weight when SOC is
included as shown in Fig. 6(f). This change can be understood
as a similar tendency to the tetragonal structure in the sense
that SOC enlarges the splitting between the px and py bands.
3.2.8 Superconductivity and bilayer effective models for its
investigation
Most theoretical studies of the superconductivity for the
BiS2-based superconductors in the tetragonal structure have
been performed with a monolayer effective model6 because
no band splitting is observed at the X point for their mother
compounds. On the other hand, our work reveals that an ex-
6
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Fig. 6. (Color online) First-principles band structures of (a)
LaO0.5F0.5BiS2 without SOC, (b) LaOBiS2 without SOC, (c) LaOBiS2 with
SOC for the tetragonal structure, and (d)-(f) those for the monoclinic one.
The color shows the Bi px weight renormalized so that its sum over the
eight lowest conduction bands including the spin degrees of freedom at the
X′ point (i.e., all the bands shown here) is equal to 4. The Fermi level for
LaO0.5F0.5BiS2 and the valence top for LaOBiS2 are set to 0 eV.
plicit treatment of two BiS2 layers is necessary for the mon-
oclinic structure owing to their large bilayer splitting at the
X point. For example, the monolayer model cannot describe
the fact that a different amount of electron carriers reside in
the bonding and antibonding bands that constitute much sep-
arated Fermi surfaces, as we have seen in Fig. 3. This situ-
ation where the bilayer coupling is of significant importance
reminds us of a recent model construction study of β-ZrNCl,
a superconductor with a bilayer honeycomb lattice structure,
which revealed the presence of a surprisingly large bilayer
coupling.40 This material is another superconductor with a
relatively high Tc of 15 K (HfNCl has Tc=25 K), whose pair-
ing mechanism remains under debate.41 In fact, some com-
monalities between the BiS2 superconductors and ZrNCl have
been pointed out in an experimental study.42
Because the higher Tc in the monoclinic structure will urge
researchers to study the superconductivity using the bilayer
effective model, we present parameters in the effective models
consisting of Bi px,y orbitals on two layers for the tetragonal
and monoclinic structures of LaOBiS2 (see Tables II-V and
Fig. 7). Many computational details are the same as those pre-
sented in Sec. 3.2.1, but here the S sites are omitted from the
effective models for convenience in theoretical studies, and
hence the Wannier functions are the Bi-S hybridized orbitals.
In addition, the effective models with and without SOC were
constructed because SOC changes the order of the energy lev-
els of the conduction bands at the X point for the monoclinic
structure, as seen in Fig. 6(e)(f). The spin moment of each
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Band structures of the bilayer Bi px,y model (red
solid lines) together with those obtained in first-principles calculations (black
broken lines) for (a) the tetragonal structure without SOC, (b) that with SOC,
(c) the monoclinic structure without SOC, and (d) that with SOC. The valence
band top for each first-principles band structure is set to 0 eV.
Wannier function was set parallel to the z-axis. For this pur-
pose, we did not perform the maximal localization procedure
in constructing the Wannier orbitals because the localization
process will mix the Wannier functions with different spin di-
rections when SOC is included. Maximal localization was not
performed also for the models without SOC here so that one
can compare the models with and without SOC. The frozen
(inner) window was set to [0:2.0], [0:2.5], [0:1.0], and [0:0.8]
eV for the tetragonal structure without SOC, that with SOC,
the monoclinic structure without SOC, and that with SOC, re-
spectively, where the valence top energy was set to 0 eV for
each condition. The outer window was set to [0:6.0] eV for all
the models presented here.
We can find one important thing about the interlayer hop-
ping amplitudes in the bilayer Bi px,y effective models. In Ta-
bles II and III, the maximum amplitude of the interlayer hop-
ping process for the monoclinic structure (243 meV) is one
order of magnitude larger than that in the tetragonal one (20
meV). This surprising difference is due to the shorter distance
between Bi atoms in the monoclinic structure, as we have al-
ready addressed in Section 3.2.6.
3.2.9 Relationship between our study and some other stud-
ies
Our observation of the orbital characters of Bloch states in
the lowest conduction band [Fig. 5(b)-(d)] for the tetragonal
structure is consistent with the recent ARPES experiment that
shows that the contribution of the Bi px orbitals is dominant
along the Γ-X line, whereas that of the Bi py orbitals appears
along the X-M line on the Fermi surface of CeO0.5F0.5BiS2.43
Our work focuses on a large bilayer coupling induced by
the symmetry breaking of the crystal structure. The relation-
ship between the symmetry of the layered systems and in-
terlayer coupling has recently been generalized by one of the
authors.44 One interesting example is the post-graphene mate-
rial MoS2, where the valley excitonic state exhibits anomalous
two-dimensionality.45
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µ = 1
[∆x, ∆y] ν = 1 2 3 4
[−3,−1] 16 (*) - - -
[−2,−3] −11 (*) - - -
[−2,−2] −14 (*) −20 (*) 11 (*) 16 (*)
[−2,−1] 64 (*) 28 (*) - -
[−2, 0] −28 (*) - - -
[−1,−2] 21 (*) 28 - -
[−1,−1] 487 (*) 389 (*) −20 (*) −15 (*)
[−1, 0] −56 (*) - −20 15
[0,−2] 28 (*) - - -
[0,−1] −280 (*) - −20 15
[0, 0] 2833 (*) - −20 −15
Table II. t[∆x,∆y; µ, ν], hopping parameters from the ν-th orbital in the R = 0 unit cell to the µ-th orbital in the R = (∆x,∆y, 0) unit cell, for the bilayer
effective models of the tetragonal LaOBiS2 without SOC presented in unit of meV. The unit cell is defined in Fig. 4(c) where only the Bi sites are taken
here. Orbital indices µ (ν) = 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to Bi1 px, Bi1 py, Bi2 px, and Bi2 py, respectively. Values in and out of parentheses denote the model
parameters for the monoclinic and tetragonal structures, respectively. This table combined with the relations t[∆x,∆y; µ, ν] = t[−∆x,−∆y; µ˜, ν˜] (µ˜ = µ + 2
(µ ≤ 2), µ − 2 (otherwise); layer equivalency), t[∆x,∆y; µ, ν] = (−1)µ+νt[−∆x − δxµ + δxν,∆y; µ, ν] (δxµ = 1 (µ ≤ 2), 0 (otherwise); Mα reflection, i.e.,
reflection with respect to the yz plane where the Bi2 site in the R = 0 unit cell locates), t[∆x,∆y; µ, ν] = (−1)µ+νt[∆x,−∆y− δyµ + δyν; µ, ν] (δyµ = 1 (µ ≤ 2), 0
(otherwise); Mβ reflection), t[∆x,∆y; µ, ν] = (−1)µ+νt[−∆y − δyµ + δyν,∆x; µ′, ν′] (µ′ = µ + 1 (µ: odd), µ − 1 (µ: even); C4 rotation around the z axis passing
through the Bi2 site in the R = 0 unit cell), and t[∆x,∆y; µ, ν] = (t[−∆x,−∆y; ν, µ])∗ (Hermiticity) covers all the hopping amplitudes larger than 10 meV for
∆z = 0. Independent hopping parameters are marked as (*), from which the other ones can be generated.
µ = 1 2
[∆x, ∆y] ν = 1 2 3 4 2 4
[−3,−2] - - - - −10 (*) -
[−3, 0] - - - - 16 (*) -
[−2,−3] - - 10 (*) - - -
[−2,−2] - −42 (*) 11 (*) - −19 (*) -
[−2,−1] 44 (*) 23 (*) 19 (*) - 23 (*) -
[−2, 0] −55 (*) - 19 - 40 (*) -
[−1,−2] 14 (*) - −23 (*) −35 (*) 49 (*) −50 (*)
[−1,−1] 393 (*) 296 (*) −20 (*) −33 (*) 448 (*) -
[−1, 0] −53 (*) - −20 33 −228 (*) -
[0,−3] - 17 (*) - - - -
[0,−2] −41 (*) 62 (*) 23 (*) - 22 (*) 13 (*)
[0,−1] −310 (*) 31 (*) 140 (*) −221 (*) −99 (*) 243 (*)
[0, 0] 2887 (*) - 140 221 2915 (*) 243
[1,−3] - - 11 (*) - - -
[1,−2] 14 −44 (*) 53 (*) −38 (*) 49 -
[1,−1] 393 −381 (*) - - 448 38 (*)
[2,−2] - −23 (*) - - −19 -
[2,−1] 44 −11 (*) - - 23 11 (*)
Table III. Hopping parameters (meV) for the bilayer effective models of the monoclinic LaOBiS2 without SOC. Descriptions of the variables are the same
as presented in the caption of Table II. This table combined with the relations t[∆x,∆y; µ, ν] = t[−∆x,−∆y; µ˜, ν˜] (µ˜ = µ + 2 (µ ≤ 2), µ − 2 (otherwise); layer
equivalency), t[∆x,∆y; µ, ν] = (−1)µ+νt[∆x,−∆y − δyµ + δyν; µ, ν] (δyµ = 1 (µ ≤ 2), 0 (otherwise); Mβ reflection), and t[∆x,∆y; µ, ν] = (t[−∆x,−∆y; ν, µ])∗
(Hermiticity) covers all the hopping amplitudes larger than 10 meV for ∆z = 0. Independent hopping parameters are marked as (*), from which the other ones
can be generated.
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(µ, σµ) = (1,+1)
[∆x, ∆y] (ν, σν) = (1,+1) (1,−1) (2,+1) (2,−1) (3,+1) (4,+1) (4,−1)
[−3,−1] 16 (*) - - - - - -
[−2,−3] −10 (*) - - - - - -
[−2,−2] −16 (*) - −26−4i (*) - 10 (*) 16+1i (*) -
[−2,−1] 55 (*) - 26−5i (*) - - - -
[−2, 0] −27 (*) - - - - - -
[−1,−2] 25 (*) - 26−5i - - - -
[−1,−1] 454 (*) −22−1i (*) 367−36i (*) −12+12i (*) −19 (*) −19−3i (*) 18+18i (*)
[−1, 0] −57 (*) - −19i (*) - −19 19−3i −18+18i
[0,−3] 11 (*) - - - - - -
[0,−2] 24 (*) - - - - - -
[0,−1] −258 (*) - −19i - −19 19−3i 18−18i
[0, 0] 2771 (*) - −598i (*) - −19 −19−3i −18−18i
Table IV. Hopping parameters (meV) for the bilayer effective models of the tetragonal LaOBiS2 with SOC. Descriptions of the variables are the same as
presented in the caption of Table II except that the spin index σµ = ±1 (up or down) for the µ-th orbital is introduced here. This table combined with the
relations t[∆x,∆y; (µ, σµ), (ν, σν)] = σµσν(t[∆x,∆y; (µ,−σµ), (ν,−σν)])∗ (time-reversal symmetry), t[∆x,∆y; (µ, σµ), (ν, σν)] = t[−∆x,−∆y; (µ˜, σµ), (ν˜, σν)]
(µ˜ = µ + 2 (µ ≤ 2), µ − 2 (otherwise); layer equivalency), t[∆x,∆y; (µ, σµ), (ν, σν)] = (−1)µ+νt[−∆x − δxµ + δxν,∆y; (µ,−σµ), (ν,−σν)] (δxµ = 1 (µ ≤
2), 0 (otherwise); Mα reflection), t[∆x,∆y; (µ, σµ), (ν, σν)] = (−1)µ+νσµσνt[∆x,−∆y − δyµ + δyν; (µ,−σµ), (ν,−σν)] (δyµ = 1 (µ ≤ 2), 0 (otherwise); Mβ
reflection), t[∆x,∆y; (µ, σµ), (ν, σν)] = (−1)µ+νi(−σµ+σν)/2t[−∆y − δyµ + δyν,∆x; (µ′, σµ), (ν′, σν)] (µ′ = µ + 1 (µ: odd), µ − 1 (µ: even); C4 rotation), and
t[∆x,∆y; (µ, σµ), (ν, σν)] = (t[−∆x,−∆y; (ν, σν), (µ, σµ)])∗ (Hermiticity), covers all the hopping amplitudes larger than 10 meV for ∆z = 0. Independent
hopping parameters are marked as (*), from which the other ones can be generated.
(µ, σµ) = (1,+1) (2,+1)
[∆x, ∆y] (ν, σν) = (1,+1) (1,−1) (2,+1) (2,−1) (3,+1) (4,+1) (4,−1) (2,+1) (2,−1) (4,+1)
[−3,−2] - - - - - - - −10−2i (*) - -
[−3, 0] - - - - - - - 22 (*) - -
[−2,−3] - - - - - - 4−14i (*) - - -
[−2,−2] - - −30−5i (*) 9+20i (*) 11 (*) 6−11i (*) 1−17i (*) −34−3i (*) - -
[−2,−1] 36+2i (*) - 12+1i (*) −18−10i (*) 25 (*) 1+11i (*) −8+10i (*) 34−2i (*) - -
[−2, 0] −79 (*) - −10i (*) −14i (*) 25 −1+11i 8+10i 49 (*) −10 (*) -
[−1, 3] - - - - - - - 10+3i (*) - -
[−1,−2] 13−1i (*) - 10+8i (*) - −18 (*) −22+17i (*) 34−18i (*) 52−9i (*) 3−11i (*) −43 (*)
[−1,−1] 356−20i (*) 48−14i (*) 205+20i (*) −222−39i (*) - −24−45i (*) 19+34i (*) 417−5i (*) 6−42i (*) −43
[−1, 0] −47 (*) −11 (*) - −30i (*) - 24−45i −19+34i −203 (*) - -
[0,−3] - - 11−1i (*) −5−11i (*) - −17−3i (*) −12+6i (*) 14−1i (*) - -
[0,−2] −64+19i (*) - 30−4i (*) −20−27i (*) 12 (*) 15−10i (*) −15−2i (*) 34+9i (*) - 15 (*)
[0,−1] −294+13i (*) - 29−27i (*) −6+36i (*) 123 (*) −129−31i (*) 132+10i (*) −81−9i (*) - 227 (*)
[0, 0] 2801 (*) - −364i (*) −224i (*) 123 129−31i −132+10i 2847 (*) - 227
[1,−3] - - −13−4i (*) - - - - 10+3i - -
[1,−2] 13−1i - −47−3i (*) 26−8i (*) 41 (*) −25−16i (*) 10+27i (*) 52−9i −3−11i −11 (*)
[1,−1] 356−20i −48−14i −230−19i (*) 293−18i (*) −19 (*) −17+15i (*) 17−20i (*) 417−5i −6−42i 52 (*)
[1, 0] −47 11 - −23i (*) −19 17+15i −17−20i −203 - 52
[2,−3] - - - 7+9i (*) - - 11−1i (*) - - -
[2,−2] - - 10−1i (*) 9+28i (*) - 1+11i (*) - −34−3i - -
[2,−1] 36+2i - - 16−15i (*) −12 (*) −15−9i (*) - 34−2i - 17 (*)
[2, 0] −79 - - −39i (*) −12 15−9i - 49 10 17
Table V. Hopping parameters (meV) for the bilayer effective models for the monoclinic LaOBiS2 with SOC. Descriptions of the variables are the same
as those presented in the caption of Table IV. This table combined with the relations t[∆x,∆y; (µ, σµ), (ν, σν)] = σµσν(t[∆x,∆y; (µ,−σµ), (ν,−σν)])∗
(time-reversal symmetry), t[∆x,∆y; (µ, σµ), (ν, σν)] = t[−∆x,−∆y; (µ˜, σµ), (ν˜, σν)] (µ˜ = µ + 2 (µ ≤ 2), µ − 2 (otherwise); layer equiva-
lency), t[∆x,∆y; (µ, σµ), (ν, σν)] = (−1)µ+νσµσνt[∆x,−∆y − δyµ + δyν; (µ,−σµ), (ν,−σν)] (δyµ = 1 (µ ≤ 2), 0 (otherwise); Mβ reflection), and
t[∆x,∆y; (µ, σµ), (ν, σν)] = (t[−∆x,−∆y; (ν, σν), (µ, σµ)])∗ (Hermiticity), covers all the hopping amplitudes larger than 10 meV for ∆z = 0. For example,
t[1, 1; (1,+1), (2,+1)] has fifteen equivalent hopping paths that can be generated by applying the above relations. Independent hopping parameters are marked
as (*), from which the other ones can be generated.
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4. Conclusions
We have performed first-principles band structure cal-
culations on the tetragonal and monoclinic structures of
LaO0.5F0.5BiS2 and have found some important differences
between them. The monoclinic band structure exhibits a siz-
able band splitting, e.g., at the conduction band bottom of the
X point, which induces a substantial change of the Fermi sur-
face topology. The origin of such splitting is the strong bi-
layer coupling induced by the symmetry breaking of the crys-
tal structure, which is clearly shown by our analysis using the
tight-binding model. Anisotropy with respect to the x- and
y-directions is also an important feature of the monoclinic
structure. Because of its higher Tc, further investigation on
the monoclinic structure of the BiS2-based superconductors
using the knowledge obtained in our study is expected.
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